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It’s been nearly two years since we published our last annual report, and in  
that time it seems as though EC3 has become much more like—well, like 
itself. All the warmth and growth and development that has set EC3 apart from 
other early learning centers for 30 years has become more robust, more 
focused, and more apparent to both staff and families (at least, that’s what they 
report in their satisfaction surveys). Several things can be highlighted to 
explain the change: 

 ATTENTION TO QUALITY PROGRAMMING       
When EC3 first opened in 1984, it was one of only two centers in the mid-
Michigan area that differentiated “child care” and “early learning.” We built 
our reputation on the idea that qualified teachers could deliver nurturing, play-
based education to children that would prepare them for kindergarten and life, 
and we served as a model to several other centers 
over the years. During these decades, the research 
on brain development in the earliest years of life has 
given rise to policies to raise the standards in such 
settings, and there are many more ways to 
demonstrate high-quality programming. So now 
EC3 can continue to sharpen its longstanding 
reputation within an environment that is more 
accepting of high-quality programming. In addition 
to accreditation through the National Association for 
the Education of Young Children (NAEYC), EC3 
now enjoys a four-star rating in Michigan’s Great Start to Quality Initiative. 
The higher standards have required us to step up our teacher training and 
parent participation, and the teaching staff has embraced the challenges.

Executive director
words from our
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It is tremendously comforting 
that I know that they know 

more about child development 
than I do and want to share 

that information for the benefit 
of my child.  

~Parent Feedback EC3 2014 survey



 

ATTENTION TO SOUND GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT  
In order to foster a sustainable environment for future generations, EC3 has made great 
strides in grounding our management structure and governance in nonprofit best practices. 
The volunteer Board of Directors continues to implement the strategic plan that was begun 
in 2011, with careful attention to documenting policies and procedures that will endure 

regardless of management personnel. EC3’s financial 
health is now bolstered by an annual audit from an 
independent firm, and the practices that established EC3 
as a groundbreaking nonprofit years ago—codes of 
ethics for staff and governing body, adherence to 
professionalism, commitment to health and safety for 
children and staff—have all been documented in EC3’s 
handbooks and governance materials.

ATTENTION TO FAMILY PARTICIPATION AND SATISFACTION  
As a parent cooperative organization, EC3 has always believed in and supported the 
key role families play in the early education of their children. Over the years there 
have always been parents volunteering in the classrooms and attending center-wide 

events to build a foundation of community around EC3. 
In the past two years we have begun formalizing this 
participation with the advent of “volunteer Saturdays,” 
where parents and staff come together to beautify the 
grounds and classrooms. We have also initiated several 
fun events each year that provide families the 
opportunity to get to know other families while children 
swim or enjoy a movie; these have been particularly 
popular on dreary winter weekends! Throughout, we 
have been careful to survey parents in order to gauge 

their satisfaction and solicit their feedback—not just on the “fun” things, but also on 
the program, the staff, and their perception of EC3 in the family and in the 
community. This feedback loop is the basis for much of our continuous 
improvement effort.

One of the things we love 
about EC3 is the work 
teachers and staff do to get 
to know parents and interact 
with us.  
~Parent feedback EC3 2014 survey

EC3 is being managed 
perfectly in my eyes. This is 
the best ran Child Care 
Center I have ever come in 
contact with. The office team 
works perfect together. 
~Parent feedback EC3 2014 survey
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From my personal perspective, EC3 remains an incredible place to work, 
and that is largely due to the gifts of an incredibly talented and dedicated 
staff. In the past two years, we have celebrated milestones (retirement, 
anniversaries, job promotions) with several staff members who have 20+ 
years at EC3, and several more such milestones are on the near horizon. In 
addition, the families who comprise EC3’s alumni have shown themselves 
to possess ongoing appreciation for the center that was at the start—and 
heart—of their early years. Board members from decades past gathered to 
support and celebrate EC3 at its “first annual” Board reunion in December 
2014, and it bolstered my own commitment to the organization’s continued 
growth. 

I am proud to present this report to EC3’s stakeholders, and I look forward 
to every new milestone we encounter. Together.

Sincerely, 

Elisabeth Weston 
Executive Director, EC3 
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Board Officers 
Lauren Gewirtz, Vice Chair 
Elementary Educator, Lansing School District 

Lisa Parker, Treasurer 
Budget Officer, MSU Department of Human 
Development and Family Studies 

Stephen Purchase, Chair 
Vice President, H Incorporated 

Stephanie Winslow, Secretary 
Vice President of Government Strategy, 
LeadingAge Michigan 

Board Members-at-Large 
Jasmine Brown-Moreland 
Volunteer, University Baptist Church  

Kids Hope USA 

Matt Resch 
President, Resch Strategies 

Kerry Roberts 
Specialist of eRevenue, American Cancer Society 

Ryan Roberts 
IT Professional, Michigan State University 

Bryan VanDorn 
School Nutrition Program Consultant, Michigan 

Department of Education 

Current and former Board members toasted EC3 during the 2014 holidays.

Board of Directors
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This annual report touches on the accomplishments of the past few years at EC3, but it is only 
 part of the story.  EC3’s staff and Board of directors are actively working to promote growth and 
realize improvements in the years ahead.  Here are a few key areas of emphasis as we dedicate 
ourselves to supporting a world-class early learning environment at EC3 and in our Lansing 
community: 

ADVOCATING FOR PROFESSIONALISM IN THE EARLY LEARNING FIELD 
As our policymakers begin reflecting the importance of education in the earliest years of life, EC3 will 
continue to model the highest standards for teachers in an effort to improve the profession. EC3 has 
always regarded its classroom staff as “teachers” and has required them to have credentials to support 
that title. Moving forward, we will continue to advocate for such recognition even beyond EC3 so that 
expectations for professional abilities, wages, and benefits will come to match those of traditional 
K-12 teachers. !

REALIZING FINANCIAL STABILITY 
Since EC3 purchased its building in 2006, we have been challenged by the financial reality such 
ownership endows. Over the next few years, we will be developing a plan for bringing in more 
revenue from non-tuition sources that can offset some of these costs and support EC3 through its 
regular business cycles. This plan will undoubtedly include a larger role by the Executive Director and 
members of the Board of Directors in fundraising and grant-writing. 

PROVIDING ASSISTANCE TO FAMILIES AT RISK 
Part of the financial stability plan will include a long-term goal to make scholarships available to 
families that don’t qualify for government support but still can’t afford to send their children to EC3. 
From its earliest days, EC3 has wanted to provide early learning opportunities to the broadest possible 
audience, and this remains a goal for the foreseeable future. 

EC3 intends to use its unique position in the Greater Lansing community to enhance the early learning 
field, for the benefit of all families. We’re optimistic about our prospects for success. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Purchase 

Stephen Purchase, Board Chair

board chair
a letter from our



 

In late 2010, EC3 renewed its determination to sustain its longstanding reputation as a high-quality 
leader in mid-Michigan’s early childhood education field. We began engaging families and staff 
members in strategic new ways, stimulating growth in many areas of the organization and bringing 
about much positive reinforcement of the principles that guided EC3’s initial formation in 1984: 
namely, that providing developmentally-appropriate child care in a nurturing, educational environment 
is central to a child’s success in kindergarten and in life. 

More than four years later, we are seeing the fruit of these intentional labors while also benefiting from 
increasing national awareness about the importance of early learning. Enrollment at EC3 has grown 
steadily, turnover of teaching staff is at an all-time low, and families are participating in the life of the 
organization with steady contributions of time, effort, and resources. Throughout it all, EC3 maintains 
the warmth, compassion, and love that have set us apart from other high-quality centers for more than 
thirty years. 

This report provides a mere snapshot of where EC3 is today, programmatically and financially. It barely 
scratches the surface of what we have accomplished over the past few years, but it’s important that the 
center’s stakeholders share in its opportunities and challenges. We believe EC3 is in a very good 
position today and we look forward to continuing its success.

Overview
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Strategic Framework
At its 2011 retreat, the EC3 Board of Directors established a 

strategic direction to address four specific priority areas, 
naming goals within each area. These priorities and goals were 

featured in the 2011 Annual Report:

Since this direction was established, EC3’s management and 
staff have aligned their practices to these priorities and have 

seen positive achievements across all areas.



 

Accomplishments

An Exceptional Program 
๏ Maintained accreditation through the 

National Association for the Education of 
Young Children 

๏ Acquired a four-star rating through 
Michigan’s Great Start to Quality 
Initiative 

๏ Enhanced the summer camp program 
for school-age children 

๏ Established regular family events for 
community involvement

An Exceptional Staff 
๏ Increased teacher training and staff 

development 

๏ Developed and approved a generous pay 
scale and benefits policy, including 
benefits for some part-time staff 

๏ Established an annual performance 
review and professional development 
planning system 

๏ Appointed teaching staff to participate 
on the Program Committee
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Amazing outreach to community 
and building relationships with 
EC3 neighbors. 
~Parent feedback EC3 2014 survey

EC3 does a great job preparing 
children to enter kindergarten! 
~Parent feedback EC3 2015 survey

I am very impressed with the staff 
-- not only my child's main 
teachers, but even the relief and 
part-time staff that I have 
interacted with. We've used three 
different daycare centers and the 
staff at EC3 is by far the most 
professional group we have dealt 
with.. 
~Parent feedback EC3 2014 survey
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An Exceptional Environment 
๏ Hired a full-time custodian to keep the 

building and grounds in order 

๏ Made capital improvements, including a 
new roof and several new doors 

๏ Conducted an energy audit to establish 
facility priorities 

๏ Updated the paint and décor in all 
classrooms, with the involvement of 
parent and community volunteers 

An Exceptional Value 
๏ Increased non-tuition revenue through 

successful auction events and alumni 
fundraising efforts 

๏ Conducted a successful capital 
campaign to replace the roof 

๏ Enhanced promotion and marketing 
efforts using social media 

๏ Improved accountability systems by 
implementing an annual financial audit 

As we approach leaving EC3 for 
kindergarten, I can say we are 
very happy that we chose EC3 for 
our son's preschool years. The 
experience was well worth the 
money. 
~Parent feedback EC3 2014 survey

We were very happy with EC3 
and our choice to invest his early 
childhood education. 
~Parent feedback EC3 2015 survey

Having full time maintenance 
(handyman) is good investment. 
~Parent feedback EC3 2014 survey

Accomplishments  cont.
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EC3 has traditionally brought in most of its operating funds from 
tuition and fees paid by families of enrolled children, and this was 
the case in both FY 2012 (October 1, 2012 through September 30, 
2013) and FY 2013 (October 1, 2013 through September 30, 2014). 

Both years, however, saw an increase in the portion of revenue 
representing donations and fundraising.

The  Numbers

8%

92%

Tuition and Fee Income Fundraising, Donation & Other Income

9%

91%
$1,075,832

FY 2013FY 2012
$97,368 $114,045

$1,146,591

Income
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Appropriately for a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, the vast 
majority of EC3’s budget in both fiscal years (approximately 85%) 
was spent on its program—that is, the teachers and materials they 

use to educate children and their families. Owning a 1929-built 
structure brings with it an ongoing host of repairs and improvements, 
but EC3 has managed to contain such costs to just 10% or less of its 

budget. Administrative expenses took up the remainder.

FY 2012

10%

9%

6%

75%

Staff Admin Program Building

$871,316

$110,088

$109,345

$69,353

9%

8%

5%

78%
$957,874

$106,906

$91,607

$66,319

FY 2013

expenses
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AT&T Michigan 
Foresight Group 
Foster Swift, PC 
Gannett Foundation (matching funds) 
Gladstone Printing 
GrandAir Aviation 
Interiors by Diane 
J. Doss Consulting, LLC 
Kresge Foundation (matching funds) 
Lifetouch 
Maisch Family Dental 

Meijer 
Miller Canfield P.L.C. 
Morgan Stanley Perrone-Lewis Group 
Morris Mechanical Contracting Inc. 
R.M. Electric 
Redhead Design Studio 
Resch Strategies 
Saper Galleries 
Scholastic Book Fairs 
Such Video 
Superior Data Strategies 

Tea 
The Frederick Group 
Truscott Rossman 
Vibrant Greens LLC 
Voss Financial Services 

FY 2012 and FY 2013 Corporate Donors

David & Sharon Acevedo 
Susan Anderson 
Jill Arnold & Matt Penniman 
Gary Ashby & Stephanie Gewirtz 
Chris & Amy Babcock 
Russell & Cori Barkman 
Brad & Katie Barron 
Andrew & Linda Beach 
Mike & Jill Beach 
Melissa Bisson & Eric Kuznicki 
Jonathan & Kyre Blair 
Patrick & Stephanie Blandford 
Michael & Lavonne Blonde 
Andaluna Borcila & Matthew Miller 
Amy Bowers 
Lisa Brewer-Walraven 
Christopher & Danielle Broughan 
Paul Brownbridge 
Phil & Phyllis Browne 
Steven & Stacy Buckner 
Barbara Byrum & Brad Delaney 
Diane Byrum 
Jay & Gwen Calewarts 
Sean & Katelyn Carey 
Sue Carey 
Bob & Kathleen Caruso 
Julie & Jeffrey Cassidy 
Sean & Lina Chapman 
August Clark & Brianna Granlund 
Tom Clinton 
Kristen Corlett 

Janis Coye 
Lori Ann Dalton 
Madelyn Day 
Josh & Dana DeBruyn 
Amy Derosier & Kevin Goodwin 
Karen Dichoza 
Jean Doss 
Janna Lee Draper 
Jesse & Natalie Draper 
Beth Dudash & Rex Kolar 
Carla Dudash-Mion & Joe Mion 
Constance Dunn 
Mike & Sharan Egan 
Dave & Jennifer Enterline 
John & Jennifer Estill 
Alan & Josie Estill 
Linda Estill 
Jessica Evangelista 
Paul & Jennifer Eyde 
Cindy Faulkner 
Jeff & Dawn Fedewa 
Joseph Feller 
David & Danielle Ferguson 
Nancy Finegood 
Mark & Jacqueline Freeman 
Gary & Judy Friske 
Melanie Friske 
Aaron & Jamie Fuller 
David & Diane Gewirtz 
Jon & Lauren Gewirtz 
Stephanie Gewirtz 

Nicholas & Susan Gisholt 
Jeffrey Grooen 
John & Meghan Groen 
Pat Gundrum 
Martha Gutierrez 
Dana & Jeremy Harder 
John Harland 
Jeanne Hausler 
Fred Heiner 
Paul & Nancy Hillegonds 
Michelle Hlifka 
Nancy Hodge 
Tim & Donna Hondorp 
Robert Howe 
Lori Ireland 
Colleen Johnson & Ellen Ives 
April Jones 
J. A. Jones 
Todd & Kim Jorns 
Mary Joseph 
Katie Kahl & Jody Simoes 
Judith Kamarainen 
Pete Kamarainen 
Peter Kamarainen & Carol Chappell 
Sharolyn Kawakami-Schulz & Evan 
Schulz 
Melissa Keeley & Corwin Smidt 
Mary Kelley 
Reanna Kelley 

FY 2012 and FY 2013 Family Donors



 

FY 2012 and FY 2013 Family Donors
Polly Kent & Paul McAllister 
Michael & Kate Kingsley 
Wayne & Karen Kingsley 
Steven & Nancy Klukowski 
Mark & Dana Kromer 
Nell Kuhnmuench & Roy Saper 
Sarah Kuykendall & Andrea Hartlund 
Veronica LaDuke & Dusty Myers 
Jay & Shannon Laing 
Keith & Kelly Lambert 
James & Patricia Lammers 
Debra Lampinen 
M.J. & Anita Leathers 
Nancy Lechkun 
Jodie Ledford 
Ludy Ledford 
Robert & Jennifer LeFevre 
Kent & Angie Leslie 
Scott & Jaime Lewis 
Elizabeth Limban 
Kathryn Loomis & Jeff Irwin 
Deborah Lord 
Dan & Melissa Lord 
Dena & Kathrine Lorenz 
Dalia Luera-Harris 
Jane Maisch & Matt Horny 
Brian & Rachel Mangiavellano 
Tim & Teri Martin 
Jeff & Kara Martindale 
Monica Martinez & Chris Gillett 
Larry & Anisa Mazuca 
Aaron & Sara McCormick 
Kevin & Jennifer McFatridge 
Matt & Elizabeth McGaughey 
Joel & Katie McGormley 
Jaime McKennon 
Kevin McKinney 
Jose & Lynn Mendez 
Travis & Courtney Millbrook 
Kim Miller & Pat Ondrus 
Adrienne Monahan 
Carolyn Monroe 

Amy Moore 
Derek & Karin Moore 
Mike & Julie Morgan 
Mindy Myers & Jeremiah Wagner 
Shirley Myers 
Wynne Noble Potter 
Mawuli & Margaret Nyaku  
Ryan & Meghann Omo 
Billy & Sherry Palmer 
Gary & Carita Parker 
Todd & Lisa Parker 
Colin & Jennifer Parks 
Robert Pazdan 
David Penniman 
Jason & Susan Peters 
Penelope Phelps 
Rick & Patricia Pluta 
John & Laura Popielarski 
Mike Powell 
Dave & Abby Powers 
Nicole Proctor-Kanyama & Jeff Taylor-
Kanyama 
Stephen & Karissa Purchase 
Joshua Radcliff 
Richard & Barbara Resch 
Matt & Brenda Resch 
Jeremy & Stephanie Reuter 
Andrew & Michelle Reynaert 
Douglas & Roberta Roberts 
John & Kerry Roberts 
Rebecca Roberts 
Ryan & Keyan Roberts 
Amy Rosenberg 
Kim Ross 
Linda Rossi & Mark Eyster 
Kelly Rossman-McKinney 
Season Roy 
Tom & Amy Salisbury 
Frances Schnepp 
Andy & Erin Schor 
James & Shannon Scofield 
Jill Sears 

Stacy Sellek 
Michelle Selzer 
Suzanne Serra 
Vicki Shooks 
Katie Sowton 
Patrick & Patricia St. George 
Steve Stauff 
Karen Stefl & Kevin Sosnowski 
Mark & Ellen Sullivan 
David Summerfelt 
Donald & Patricia Swanson 
Jeff & Jennifer Sweet 
Rimidia Taylor 
Cara Terbrack 
Vaughn & Kristin Thompson 
Sally Thompson-Reid 
Kurt Titze 
Heather & Jeff Triezenberg 
Kathy Tuhasz 
David & Kathleen Turner 
Matt & Marney Turner 
Bryan & Katherine VanDorn 
Christina Wagner 
Connie Wakefield 
Linda Wakefield 
Todd & Julie Walsh 
Wendy & Daniel Batchelor 
John Werner 
Ryan & Megan Wert 
Elisabeth Weston 
Tom Weston 
Joy Whitten & Jeff Williams 
Russell & Erin Wicksall 
Richard & Raj Wiener 
Gailee Wilkins 
Timothy & Andrea Williams 
Justin & Stephanie Winslow 
Don & Laura Wotruba 
Brad & Sara Wurfel 
Pam Yager & Mike Byrne 
Yoshaum Young
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